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ABSTRACT
The recent advances in the automation of metadata normalization and the invention of a unified schema — Brick — alleviate the metadata normalization challenge for deploying portable applications across buildings. Yet, the lack of compatibility between existing metadata normalization methods precludes the possibility of comparing and combining them. While generic machine learning (ML) frameworks, such as MLJAR and OpenML, provide versatile interfaces for standard ML problems, they cannot easily accommodate the metadata normalization tasks for buildings due to the heterogeneity in the inference scope, type of data required as input, evaluation metric, and the building-specific human-in-the-loop learning procedure.

We propose Plaster, an open and modular framework that incorporates existing advances in building metadata normalization. It provides unified programming interfaces for various types of learning methods for metadata normalization and defines standardized data models for building metadata and timeseries data. Thus, it enables the integration of different methods via a workflow, benchmarking of different methods via unified interfaces, and rapid prototyping of new algorithms. With Plaster, we 1) show three examples of the workflow integration, delivering better performance than individual algorithms, 2) benchmark/analyze five algorithms over five common buildings, and 3) exemplify the process of developing a new algorithm involving time series features. We believe Plaster will facilitate the development of new algorithms and expedite the adoption of standard metadata schema such as Brick, in order to enable seamless smart building applications in the future.
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• Information systems → Entity resolution; • Computer systems organization → Sensors and actuators;
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1 INTRODUCTION
Smart Buildings have been a major preoccupation of researchers to optimize the energy usage and improve the occupants’ comfort as well as the productivity in buildings [43]. Despite the promise over a decade, instrumentation of buildings lags significantly behind, adopted in far less than 20% of the buildings nationwide [2]. This is because of the challenge of connecting sensor data to its semantic context [31]. Smart building applications, such as thermal comfort optimization, fault detection and diagnosis, and model predictive control [13, 36, 37], typically connect to and pull data from the points1 in a building in order to monitor and access the operations of the building. For example, an application involving a terminal HVAC unit in a room needs to locate the room and its associated points such as on/off commands for the VAV. However, the contextual information of points (e.g., what they measure and how they are related to each other) required by applications to fetch and interpret the data is often lacking — the metadata of point is historically designed mainly for handcrafted control loops, not to be machine-parsed or directly consumed by external software; and the metadata convention varies across sites, if one even exists. To fully realize the potential of smart building applications, a system would need to be able to quickly discover the points and interpret their data in a building in a standardized and uniform way. Doing so would require a common metadata schema for buildings.

Typically, a building metadata schema defines a structure for representing the resources in the building. The representation would comprise two kinds of information about each point in the building — its type and relationships with others. An example is a temperature sensor is in room 501, which contains a first entity with the type being temperature measurement, a second entity with the type being room, and the relation between these two entities, i.e., A is in B. In the same spirit, Brick, a recently proposed schema

1A sensing or control point in the building is a sensor measurement, a controller, or a software value such as a setpoint or a command.
by the research community, is designed to improve over existing industrial building metadata schemata (e.g., Haystack [4], IFC [30], and SAREF ontology [20]) with better expressibility, extensibility, and usability [11, 12]. Brick particularly provides a full hierarchy of entity classes as TagSets and a systematic way of describing various relationships among entities. Brick enables portable building applications built upon common vocabularies of classes and relationships to find required entities, instead of adapting to each individual target building’s convention. To instantiate buildings following a schema such as Brick, people commonly rely on parsing the existing metadata in buildings, which can be acquired from the building networks and management systems. Converting such existing metadata into a known structure according to a schema is called metadata normalization. However, the normalization process currently requires tremendous manual effort, and for a typical five-story office building with thousands of points and tens of thousands of relationships among them, it can take weeks [21]. An expert with necessary knowledge about the building naming convention and the target standard needs to manually inspect each point out of thousands to correctly map them. This process is clearly not scalable to the millions of buildings, and we need a more usable solution for non-technical users such as building managers to close the loop.

Recognizing this challenge, prior works have proposed methods to partially automate metadata normalization [14, 18, 24, 27, 28, 33, 34, 40, 43], with each focusing on different aspects of metadata. Some methods recognize all entities using the raw metadata [18, 34, 43], including the site, floor and room identifiers, and point type. Other methods identify only the point types based on either the raw metadata [14, 28], timeseries data [24], or both [27]. Yet other methods focus on inferring the relations between entities, including the spatial relationships [26, 32] and functional relationships [33, 40]. In order to reduce the manual effort, these methods either only exploit the structure available within each individual building [14, 18, 24, 28, 43] or transfer information from one building to the next [27, 34]. Importantly, while all of these prior works exploit common attributes of each point — the alphanumeric text-based metadata and/or the numerical time series readings, they differ significantly with regard to the inference scope, input/output format and structure, algorithm interface, evaluation metric, etc [48]. The resultant lack of compatibility among the methods precludes the possibility of combining and comparing them systematically. There is still no standalone, versatile solution so far.

Generic machine learning platforms such as MLJAR [6], OpenML [46], and MLlib [38] have recently emerged. However, while these ML platforms provide generic interfaces for standard machine learning tasks, they are too generic to serve as a usable interface for the unique building-specific human-in-the-loop process with diverse data sources and different input/output formats. We need a modular framework that provides unified interfaces for exploring existing techniques as well as rapidly prototyping new algorithms, in order to advance the state-of-the-art in building metadata normalization. To this end, we design and implement Plaster, a modular framework akin to Scikit-learn for building metadata normalization, which incorporates existing metadata normalization methods, along with a set of data models, evaluation metrics, and canonical functionalities commonly found in the literature. Altogether these enable the integration of different methods into a generic workflow as well as development and evaluation of algorithms. With the designed interfaces, Plaster can easily fit into existing building stacks, from commercial building management systems to open-sourced systems such as XBOS [8] and BuildingDepot [7], that expose the access to metadata and timeseries data in buildings.

With Plaster, we also present the first systematic evaluation of the state-of-the-art metadata normalization methods via a set of unified metrics and datasets. Our evaluation covers a wide spectrum of aspects, such as how accurate each method is in inferring the same kind of label, how many different kinds of labels each method can produce, and how many human labels are required to achieve certain performance. The experiment results reveal that there is no one-size-fits-all solution and properly combining them would produce better results. This evaluation would not have been possible without Plaster, given the heterogeneity in earlier works. We believe Plaster provides a comprehensive framework for further development of new algorithms, techniques for metadata normalization, as well as mapping buildings to a structured ontology like Brick, enabling seamless smart buildings applications.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

2.1 Building Metadata Schema: Brick

Without metadata represented in a unified, standardized building-agnostic schema, deploying a smart building application requires adapting it to each target building’s naming convention. The existence and adoption of a standardized metadata schema directly affect the cost of deploying smart building applications [31]. Indeed, there already exist several metadata schemata such as Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) [30] and Project Haystack [4]. However, as they have incomplete vocabularies and cannot fully describe the relationships required by common building applications [17], Brick has been introduced as a complete, extensible, flexible, and usable metadata schema for application portability [11, 12]. Brick comprises a full hierarchy of classes (Fig. 2a) and covers a canonical set of relationships between entities (Fig. 2b). The classes in Brick are also referred to as TagSets as they consist of multiple Tags. For example, Temperature and Sensor are Tags constituting a TagSet, Temperature Sensor. With Brick, one can instantiate the classes to represent actual entities (e.g., a sensor or a room) and relate an entity to another via a particular relationship. The table in Fig. 1 presents an example of a temperature sensor using Brick:
the original raw metadata RM-1.T is mapped to an instance of Temperature Sensor; and to represent relational information such as its location, one can explicitly associate it with other entities such as room-1, which is again an instance of type Room. With Brick, a user can avoid using custom tags to describe both the entity type and its relationships with others, which makes running portable applications across buildings feasible. Therefore, we choose Brick as the target mapping convention in this paper as it is capable of representing the resources and relationships needed in smart buildings, and is in our opinion more comprehensive than other schemata.

2.2 Metadata Normalization Methodologies

We identify three dimensions of variance in existing metadata normalization methods: 1) the type of data sources exploited, 2) the kinds of labels produced, and 3) the degree of human input required.

There are three different types of data sources we can exploit in buildings. The raw metadata in BMSes, also referred to as point names, usually encodes various kinds of information about the control and sensing points, including the type of sensor, floor and room numbers, HVAC equipment ID, etc. The metadata within a building often exhibits a strong learnable pattern, though it varies significantly across buildings and often does not generalize from one building to another, and various works have leveraged such pattern for metadata inference [14, 18, 28, 34, 43]. Secondly, modern BMSes also collect time series readings of each point in the building, which contain information that indirectly reveals what the point is and its relationship with others. For example, the range of the readings can indicate the type of sensor and the correlated changes in different streams can indicate the relationship. Works that leverage the characteristics of timeseries data include [24, 26, 32]. Additionally, one may also perform controlled perturbation in a building, e.g., to manually turn off an air handling unit, and create new patterns in operations that help to reveal the functional relationships between entities more clearly [33, 40]. However, it requires careful and sophisticated designs with regard to the system configurations and inhabitants’ schedules.

Existing metadata normalization methods focus on producing two kinds of labels — following the definitions in Brick — entity types and relationships between entities. The entity type refers to the type of measurement of a point and there is a wide variety in its possible set of labels, while the relationships include how points are connected to each other, whether they are in the same room/zone, etc. A few methods infer all the available information (e.g., both kinds of labels) encoded in the raw metadata [18, 34, 43], whereas many others identify the point type only [22, 24, 27, 28], which is the most important aspect of a point in buildings, or infer the relationships only [26, 32, 33, 40].

While different methods all aim to reduce the amount of manual effort in normalizing metadata, the degree of human input required by each of them varies from fully supervised to semi-supervised to completely unsupervised. Particularly, supervision, or human input, in this context is the annotation or labels that a human expert provides to interpret the point for its type, location, relationship with others, etc. Supervised learning has been used to learn the point types based on timeseries data or raw metadata, where both clean, accurate labels from experts [24] and crowdsourced labels from occupants in the building [22] have been explored in the literature. For the set of semi-supervised solutions, they employ active learning to iteratively select the most informative example and query an expert for its label to improve a model for normalizing the metadata, requiring the minimal amount of labels [14, 18, 28, 34]. On the other hand, transfer learning method has been developed to exploit information from existing buildings and completely eliminate human effort when inferring the metadata in a target building [27]. Similarly, Scrabble [34] is another method that exploits existing buildings’ normalized metadata, but through an active learning procedure. Table 1 summarizes these various methods with regard to the above criteria. In this work we show that, while each of these techniques has its advantages, our proposed meta-framework – Plaster – can help to choose the right algorithm per user requirement as well as leverage different techniques in a complementary manner to yield better results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Label Produced</th>
<th>Data Source</th>
<th>ML</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bhattacharya et al. [18]</td>
<td>All entities</td>
<td>Raw metadata</td>
<td>AL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zodiac [14]</td>
<td>Point type</td>
<td>Raw metadata</td>
<td>AL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hong et al. [28]</td>
<td>Point type</td>
<td>Raw metadata</td>
<td>AL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fürst et al. [22]</td>
<td>Point type</td>
<td>Raw metadata</td>
<td>CS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BuildingAdapter [27]</td>
<td>Point type</td>
<td>Timeseries</td>
<td>TL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gao et al. [24]</td>
<td>Point type</td>
<td>Timeseries</td>
<td>SL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hong et al. [25]</td>
<td>Point type</td>
<td>Timeseries</td>
<td>UL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pritoni et al. [40]</td>
<td>Functional</td>
<td>System</td>
<td>UL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quiver [35]</td>
<td>Relationship</td>
<td>Perturbation,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Point Label</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AL: Active Learning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SL: Supervised Learning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS: Crowd Sourcing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UL: Unsupervised Learning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: State-of-the-art metadata normalization methods produce various types of labels using different data sources. They also employ different machine learning (ML) algorithms involving diverse types of user interaction.
framework including transfer learning, active learning, and supervised learning altogether, and 3) users would need to interact with the algorithm(s) through the abstraction of the building data, rather than directly with the data itself. Consequently, existing frameworks cannot be adopted for metadata normalization tasks. Additionally, although not being directly related to the metadata normalization problem, there are frameworks in other domains that integrate different algorithms and create composable workflows, including general machine learning analytics [10], recommendation systems [29, 49], non-intrusive load monitoring [15, 16]. To the best of our knowledge, Plaster is the first framework of its kind that enables the exploration and integration of various algorithms on building metadata normalization, as well as provides the ability to systematically compare related algorithms.

3 PLASTER FRAMEWORK

Plaster delivers a modular framework for benchmarking, integration, and development by providing two levels of abstractions common among existing methods. As the first level of abstraction, Plaster views a metadata normalization task as an ensemble of a key inferencer and several other reusable components that have canonical functionalities and interfaces. This way, we provide users with the flexibility in choosing the data model, learning scope, and inference algorithm as needed. As the second level of abstraction, an inferencer, which is the core component, comprises multiple common functions that we identify by summarizing existing metadata normalization solutions. Because of the unified interfaces and its modular design, Plaster facilitates the invention of new workflows where a user can connect different inferencers to essentially create a new algorithm without re-implementing prior algorithms.

3.1 Architecture

In Plaster, we abstract each method as an ensemble of components, and overall there are four categories of components as illustrated in Fig. 3a: preprocessing, feature engineering, inference models, and results delivery functions.

The preprocessing component includes standard functions such as denoising and outlier removal for timeseries data, and lowering and punctuation removal for textual metadata, via an interface to utilize existing libraries such as SciPy and Pandas. There are also database (DB) I/O functions for both the metadata and timeseries data. We use universally unique identifiers to identify points and one can access both the textual metadata and timeseries data through the identifiers. For the timeseries DB functions, Plaster builds upon an open-source library [3] piggybacked on MongoDB, which is dedicated and optimized for timeseries data operations on large data chunks. For feature engineering, there are a number of existing libraries, such as the widely used scikit-learn [39] and a recent effort – tsfresh [19]. However, none now exists as customized for the timeseries data from buildings, considering their uniqueness such as the distinct diurnal patterns. Hence, we incorporate and extend the feature sets implemented by Gao et al. [23], which contain various feature functions customized for building timeseries data. In addition to the original feature sets, we provide straightforward programming interfaces for a user to select a subset of features out of these predefined features and a lightweight yet effective feature selection function based on lasso [45]. We shall demonstrate the effectiveness of the feature selector in Section 4.4. For text features, we provide an interface for Bag-of-Words [42], sentence2vec [35], and LSTM-based auto-encoder [44]. Delivery components consist of the set of evaluation metrics (detailed in Section 4.1.2), user interaction mechanisms to provide additional supervision for inference update as needed, and serialization tools that convert the inference results into the Brick format (e.g., triples and graphs).

3.2 Inferencer

At the core of Plaster is a collection of state-of-the-art metadata inference methods. We examine these algorithms and identify similar procedures among them. We therefore abstract these procedures as a series of common functions, encapsulate each as a parameterized interface, and formulate a standardized way of constructing an inference algorithm. We use an abstract class – inferencer – to represent an algorithm (e.g., Scrabble, Building Adapter, etc), which maintains its own model for metadata normalization under these abstract interfaces. Such abstraction decouples the complex procedures in individual algorithm and allows new algorithms to be easily included into the framework.

At a high level, an inference algorithm in the building metadata domain aims to achieve the best possible accuracy with the largest coverage using the minimal set of labeled examples. Therefore, an inferencer typically contains a few steps: 1) the algorithm selects as training set the most “informative” example(s) based on its own criterion and acquires the labels for the selected example(s) from a human expert; 2) the model updates its parameters based on the latest training set after the new examples are added in the previous step, and then 3) the model predicts all types of labels (e.g., point type, location, relationships, etc.) covered by the algorithm. Plaster abstracts each of the above steps as a function, viz., select_examples(), train(), and predict(), respectively, as shown in Fig. 3c; and we design an inferencer to be a composition of these functions. We shall note that, although these functions appear to be only able to compose an active learning-based procedure, we design the select_examples() function to be generic enough such that any fully to semi-supervised learning algorithm can fit into this template. When obtaining examples for a supervised or transfer learning algorithm, the select_examples() function simply includes all the labeled or transferred examples for training at one time, rather than being iteratively done as in active learning. For active learning, these steps are repeated in iterations involving a human expert to best learn the model, while for a supervised learning or transfer learning algorithm, these steps are mostly executed just once with already labeled examples.

We also define standardized input/output interfaces for these common functions to enable the communication between different inferencers, which permits the creation of workflow as we shall discuss shortly. For inputs, an inferencer accepts three types of sources: raw metadata, timeseries data, and the corresponding labels of examples. We provide a wrapper to digest two types of raw metadata commonly found in existing systems: 1) point names accessible through vendor-given interfaces that are widely used in the literature, and 2) metadata in BACnet [9] including entries

---

2We refer the readers to their original paper [23] for more details on each feature set.
Figure 3: Plaster Architecture: Plaster adopts a modular design and incorporates a variety of components, among which the core is a family of inference algorithms. Each algorithm is abstracted as an ensemble of common functions, which allows the communication between different algorithms. Such a design enables not only the flexible invention of a workflow composed of any algorithms, but also the systematical comparison between different algorithms.

As a natural outcome, Plaster provides a standard benchmark for different metadata normalization algorithms. With the unified interfaces in inferencer, to do so is straightforward as one only needs to specify the set of algorithms he/she wants to compare as well as the type(s) of data to ingest and designate a building for the comparison. We will demonstrate with concrete examples in Section 4.2.

3.3 Workflow

The standardized interfaces in inferencer also enable the creation of a workflow for metadata normalization. A workflow is a hybrid method comprised of multiple algorithms, each being an inferencer in Plaster, where the output of an inferencer is passed to another while each inferencer executes its inference procedure independently. While a single inferencer usually only infers one aspect of the metadata, a workflow would potentially be able to infer multiple or all the aspects of the metadata by employing different inferencers. Each inferencer may have a different learning objective as described in Section 2.2, and Plaster helps to systematically leverage the advantages of each. For example, Building Adapter [27] (BA) is a transfer learning based algorithm that infers point types without any human inputs, but usually with a potential low recall. Instead of starting from scratch, the output of BA can constitute an initial training set for Zodiac [14] to jump start its learning procedure and potentially reduce the amount of manual labels required. Various use cases of workflow enabled by Plaster are elaborated and evaluated in Section 4.3.

When executing, the workflow function call will invoke the corresponding functions (i.e., select_examples(), train(), and predict()) in each of its inferencers in the order specified in the workflow, with an additional connecting step that obtains and applies the previous inferencer’s prediction results to the next. The process of applying a precedent inferencer’s results vary across different inferencers so that a human integrator should specify how to digest such predictions inside the inferencer’s methods. If some of the inferred relationships by the previous inferencer are less confident, the next inferencer should filter the results or simply avoid using them. On the contrary, if the previous inferencer’s inference is more confident than the current inferencer’s, it can discard its own inference and adopt the previous one. In the example of connecting BA and Zodiac, Zodiac would need to be able to select only the prediction results with high confidence from BA and subsequently...
add them into its own training set inside select_examples(). Although it is an additional implementation over the base algorithms, we shall see such synergy could lead to better results.

4 EVALUATION

In this section, we demonstrate how Plaster enables systematic comparisons of different metadata normalization algorithms, the creation of new workflows by connecting multiple algorithms, and the programming interfaces for algorithm development such as feature selection.

4.1 Experimental Setup

4.1.1 Datasets. We obtain a subset of the study buildings used in Brick [11], which consists of five buildings from four different campuses, including the raw metadata and timeseries data for about a month. Table 2 summarizes the details of each test building.

4.1.2 Evaluation Metrics. Overall, we consider three aspects when evaluating each algorithm:

- **Inference Accuracy**: How accurate are the predictions of an algorithm in terms of its original learning purpose?
- **Inference Coverage**: What kinds of labels can an algorithm infer?
- **Human Efforts**: How many examples does an expert need to provide in the learning process of an algorithm?

In this study, each algorithm infers one or multiple kinds of labels for a point. For example, Zodiac infers only one kind of labels, which is the point type, whereas Scrabble also identifies other kinds of labels such as location aside from the point type. For each kind of label, every possible Brick tagset is treated as a class (e.g., for point type we have room temperature, supply air temperature, etc), and we evaluate the inference performance considering all kind(s) of labels each algorithm produces.

To measure how accurate the inference results are for an algorithm, we calculate the Micro-averaged F1 (MicroF1), Macro-averaged F1 (MacroF1), and example-level accuracy. MicroF1 globally counts the total true positives, false negatives and false positives regardless of the class, while MacroF1 calculates the same quantities for each class and then finds their unweighted mean. MacroF1 indicates how many different classes can be correctly inferred, which is an important metric for a building dataset that typically has an (extremely) imbalanced class distribution, with the points related to heating and cooling in domination. For example, while Zone Temperature Sensors might frequently exist in HVAC systems, specialized points such as Gas Meters are generally rare. For example-level accuracy, it is defined as the ratio of the number of correctly labeled examples over the total number of examples. Specifically, an examples is considered to be correctly labeled if and only all of its labels are correctly predicted. We use this metric along with the F1 scores when an algorithm produces more than one kind of labels.

We measure human efforts by the number of examples labeled by an expert during the model learning process. For point type inference, an example is usually a mere point type label given the raw metadata of the point. For the examples used for inferring all possible entities, they contain more information aside from the point type label, such as equipment ID and location. Although the amount of information in the examples are different, we consider the effort for labeling an example to be the same because the required knowledge per example is similar.

4.1.3 Inference Included in Plaster. We have refactored and incorporated the following algorithms into Plaster: Hong active learning [28] (referred to as AL_Hong hereafter), Bhattacharya et al. [18] (referred to as ProgSyn), Zodiac [14], Building Adapter [27], and Scrabble [34]. We exclude algorithms from the evaluation that require the actual control of actuations in buildings [33, 40] because such experiments are not practical in most buildings. However, they fit into Plaster well as part of a workflow in the real world such as building commissioning. Plaster is open-sourced and implemented in Python. The API documentation, running examples, together with the data sets can be found at https://github.com/plastering/plastering.

4.2 Benchmarking

Enabled by the unified interfaces in inferencer, Plaster allows a user to easily select a method and specify the type of input ingested, the test building to use, and the evaluation metric; this facilitates systematical comparisons of different algorithms, i.e., benchmarking. We present the results of three representative scenarios.

4.2.1 Active Learning for Point Type Inference. In this scenario, we evaluate a set of active learning-based algorithms for their learning efficiency in inferring point types, the most important aspect of building metadata.

We include two algorithms that exclusively work for this purpose – AL_Hong [28] and Zodiac [14], together with another two algorithms that can infer multiple aspects in metadata (type, location, equipment, etc) – ProgSyn [18] and Scrabble [34]. Although the latter two are designed to learn all aspects of metadata, we make each to infer only the point type in this set of experiments.

We run each algorithm on four different buildings, starting with zero training examples, and calculate the MicroF1 and MacroF1 of inferred type labels. The results are shown in Fig. 4a.

We see that AL_Hong marks a stark contrast to all the other algorithms for its steep learning rate (by MicroF1) in the early stage for the first 75 examples. This is because of its clustering-based example selection strategy, which excels in quickly selecting representative examples that are also informative for model training. However, we also see that Zodiac and Scrabble are able to catch up after 75 to 125 examples, surpassing in MacroF1, and even achieve 100% in F1 for some case (on building A-1) after converging. These results suggest that Zodiac and Scrabble are better in learning the minor point types that appear less frequently in a building, while AL_Hong is not able to learn even with more examples. We would also like to point out that, due to the deterministic nature of the algorithm, ProgSyn and Zodiac may terminate early (e.g., on C-1). Zodiac runs with a preset confidence threshold, and as it gradually acquires training examples, whenever the algorithm has
## Table 2: Case Study Buildings Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Building</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Vendor</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Size (ft²)</th>
<th># Points</th>
<th># Point Types</th>
<th># Unique Words</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Engineering Building Unit 3B</td>
<td>UC San Diego, San Diego, CA</td>
<td>JCI</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>150,000</td>
<td>4,594</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>426</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applied Physics and Mathematics</td>
<td>UC San Diego, San Diego, CA</td>
<td>JCI</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>150,000</td>
<td>4,357</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rice Hall</td>
<td>Univ. of Virginia, Charlottesville, VA</td>
<td>Trane</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>100,000</td>
<td>1,300</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sutardja Dai Hall</td>
<td>UC Berkeley, Berkeley, CA</td>
<td>JCI</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>141,000</td>
<td>2,300</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gates Hillman Center</td>
<td>Carnegie Mellon Univ., Pittsburgh, PA</td>
<td>ALC</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>217,000</td>
<td>8,292</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>179</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Case Study Buildings Information: These are office buildings in universities. JCI and ALC stand for Johnson Controls and Automated Logic, respectively. The number of unique words represents the complexity of the metadata.

![Figure 4](image_url)

(a) Learning rate for inferring point type by different algorithms on 4 buildings starting from scratch (i.e., zero training set).

(b) Learning rate for inferring point type, exploiting an existing building’s normalized metadata. X ⇒ Y indicates applying X’s normalized metadata to initialize the learning for Y.

(c) Learning rate for inferring all entities in the raw metadata from scratch.

Figure 4: Comparisons of Different Algorithms on Various Buildings: (atop each figure) The alphabet represents a campus and the number represents a building on that campus (e.g., A-1). We leave out Scrabble’s results for B-1 and ProgSyn’s results for A-1, B-1 and D-1 due to the limited types of labels in these buildings. All experiments are averaged over four runs and the legend is shared across all figures.

High enough confidence in every testing instance, it will cease. For ProgSyn, it decides whether the learned rules are able to parse every example and stops when it becomes the case. Furthermore, there is no clear winner in this set of experiments. The implication, however, is that if one wants to quickly label the types with reasonably high accuracy (e.g., 85%), AL_Hong is an appropriate choice. When one desires better coverage of less frequent types in a long run, Zodiac or Scrabble would be a better choice.

### 4.2.2 Jump-started Active Learning

All the original active learning based algorithms [14, 28, 34] are designed to work only within the same building, meaning that they do not consider or leverage any information from other existing buildings. However, because the inferencer design in Plaster makes it convenient to start from any training set, we will next show what the learning results would be if we run an active learning-based algorithm using information from another building for inferencer initialization. More specifically, we use another building’s point names along with their labels (e.g., from A-1) to formulate the initial training set for an inferencer and then run the algorithm on another building (e.g., C-1) as we did in Section 4.2.1. The results are shown in Fig. 4b.

When added a building from a different vendor with almost completely distinct naming conventions (e.g., A-1 → C-1 and C-1 → A-1), the type inference performance either remains unchanged or even deteriorates in the early stage. This is expected as such transfer would introduce more irrelevant patterns to the same point type for the algorithm to learn, which is almost equivalent to injecting noise. Nonetheless, we still notice an increase in MicroF1 for Scrabble in the early stage in the case of A-1 → C-1. This is largely due to Scrabble’s underlying intermediate representation, which is
We present and evaluate three exemplary workflows where two workflows, which integrate different algorithms in different orders. They all demonstrate synergistic improvement in performance.

able to learn more general patterns with different buildings. On the other hand, when we add a building from the same vendor with a similar vocabulary for point types (see A-2 -> A-1), we observe a better starting point (71% in the first figure in 4b vs 58% in the first figure in 4a) and also a better converged MicroF1 for Al_Hong. We observe similar improvements for Scrabble and Zodiac in this case. We thus conclude that having building(s) with similar naming convention is useful for inferring subsequent buildings by transferring the information in the raw metadata.

4.2.3 Active Learning for Multiple Entities. While detecting the point type is important, other types of entities encoded in the metadata, such as the associated room and equipment, are also essential for building applications. We therefore evaluate Scrabble and ProgSyn for their ability to identify multiple types of entities from the given raw metadata, including the point type, room location, and associated equipment ID. As shown in Fig. 4c, Scrabble outperforms ProgSyn in both MacroF1 and example-level accuracy. The gain in performance of Scrabble is attributed to its more sophisticated representation learning procedure where it first maps the input to an intermediate representation and then to actual labels, while ProgSyn maps the raw metadata directly to final labels. For example, for a string 2NT, Scrabble first learns its nuanced character-level BIO tags and then maps to the Brick tagset (i.e., Zone Temperature Sensor), while ProgSyn directly learns its mapping rule to the tagset via regular expressions.

4.3 Workflow

Having seen the results on comparing different algorithms individually, we next show how they can interact with each other in Plaster. A key feature of Plaster is the ability to try out different workflows, which integrate different algorithms in different orders. We present and evaluate three exemplary workflows where two inferencers are connected together for better performance than if they are used individually.

4.3.1 Transfer Learning Benefits Active Learning. A completely automated method such as Building Adapter (BA) [27] is able to achieve relatively high inference precision for point types in a target building, though for only a fraction of the points. It would be natural to connect and feed the labeled examples by BA to an active learning-based method, such as Zodiac [14], as a better starting point. This appears to be similar to the jump-started active learning scenario in Section 4.2.2, in that both provide a better starting point for active learning. However, a fundamental difference is that a method such as BA, which transfers the learnt model via timeseries data from a different building to facilitate another learning process based on textual data, which is independent from these two buildings’ naming conventions, while in the previous scenario we will only see benefits when transferring from a building with a similar naming convention. We implement such a workflow of combining BA and Zodiac to again infer point types, with Fig. 5a showing the comparison results. We see that the combination achieves both higher MicroF1 and MacroF1 up to 70 examples, benefiting from the transferred information. However, the incorrect labels from BA’s predictions (though only a handful) remain as negative training examples to Zodiac and it cannot recover from such noise in such a naive integration. These inherited incorrect labels would be corrected or filtered out at the beginning if Zodiac could have the ability to quantify BA’s results based on its own criterion. Yet, this will require additional modifications to the original algorithm and is hence out of the scope of Plaster.

4.3.2 Specialty Complements Versatility. Some algorithms have high precisions while others have high recalls in their inference results. For example, Zodiac infers only point types but with high precision, while Scrabble can identify multiple kinds of entities with a high recall. Thus we can filter Scrabble’s results by using Zodiac’s results without compromising the results of either. More specifically, we feed Zodiac’s results to Scrabble’s prediction and if there is a disparity between the two on an instance, Scrabble will adopts Zodiac’s prediction for point type. As shown in Fig. 5b, we see there are about 1,500 corrections made to the point type predictions in total (note that we only count the number of corrections made by this strategy, and an instance could be corrected multiple times) with little additional computational cost.

4.3.3 Mutual Benefits between Different Types of Inference. Learning functional relationships often relies on perturbations to the control systems (e.g., Quiver [33]) and, to correctly perform perturbations on a target point such as a VAV on/off command, it requires knowing the point types apriori. Thus, it is natural to apply an active learning algorithm (Zodiac) to infer point types as a prior step to a perturbation-based relationship inference algorithm (Quiver). Furthermore, the inferred relationships can in return help examine whether the point types have been correctly inferred. For example, the fact that a VAV typically contains only one for each type of its sensing and control points can help identify mistakes made in type inference. Concretely, based on the manual perturbation to a VAV on/off command, Quiver [33] identifies a group of co-located points and finds that there are two supply air temperature sensors; it is highly likely that Zodiac has made a mistake in the type inference. For this experiment, we emulate the above procedure by first running Zodiac to infer point types, and for each predicted VAV on/off command, we use the ground-truth for the co-located points in that VAV (since we are not able to actually run Quiver) and examine if there is any duplicated type among these points,
We clearly notice the performance here by using timeseries data features is far less competitive than using textual metadata (as demonstrated in Fig. 4). However, the implication is that, as data features better suit transfer learning based tasks [27], the better feature set we have identified here would help to improve such a procedure, for instance Building Adapter. Moreover, we would also like to emphasize that subsequent users and/or researchers can easily register their own feature set in the feature extractor interface in Plaster, and also perform feature selection with our provided method to obtain a even better set of features for their target metadata normalization problem.

4.5 Programming APIs and Examples

We next showcase a simple code snippet on how to evaluate an inferencer in Plaster following the unified interface design. We see from the example that one only needs to specify an algorithm along with some configurations including the buildings involved for evaluation and parameters to the algorithm. We shall note that for more running examples on benchmarking, workflow, etc, one can refer to our documentation3 for details.

5 DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

First, although not being the focus of Plaster, we see that for the same metadata normalization algorithm, still its performance varies significantly from building to building. When designing an algorithm in the future, one would want to test on a diverse set of buildings to avoid over-fitting for a single building. Secondly, having seen the synergy between different algorithms via our workflow design, the original authors and/or subsequent researchers might consider revisiting and refining the design of existing metadata normalization algorithms, in order to better leverage the advantages from each other. Thirdly, given the recent advances in deep neural networks concerning both textual and timeseries data, it remains open how to best harvest their progress to complement or reshape the research on metadata normalization. Plaster now provides some basic functions for feature selection taking advantage of existing neural network algorithms. Furthermore, the architecture of Plaster is flexible enough to directly develop neural network based algorithms. Additionally, as Plaster currently is only compatible with inputs in the Brick format, in future we would want to extend it to exploit existing resources available in other schemata such as Haystack, in order to augment the existing methods in Plaster via a workflow. Furthermore, we would like to provide the ability of automatically selecting an inferencer, or composing a workflow, for a user based on their demands and what are available to them, i.e., the idea of meta-learning [47]. For example, if they want to convert a building with a few others available already, we could connect Building Adapter and Scrabble as a workflow for them.

6 CONCLUSION

Connecting sensor data to the context in which it was generated and mapping this information to a normalized format is challenging. The recent invention of a unified schema – Brick – and various metadata normalization methods alleviates the challenge. Yet, the lack of compatibility between methods precludes the possibility of combining and comparing them due to the heterogeneity in the inference scope, input/output format and structure, algorithm interface, and evaluation metric. In this paper, we present Plaster,  

Listing 1: Example for Evaluating an Inferencer

```
target_building, source_buildings = 'ap_m', ['ebulb']
srcids = LabeledMetadatametadata.
    .objects(building=target_building).distinct('srcid')
training_srcids = random.sample(srcids, SAMPLE_SIZE)
test_srcids = [srcid for srcid in srcids
    if srcid not in training_srcids]
scrabble = ScrabbleInterface(target_building, srcids,
    source_buildings)
scrabble.update_model(training_srcids)
metrics = scrabble.evaluate(test_srcids)
```
a modular framework with unified interfaces, which enables the creation of workflows as well as development and evaluation of new algorithms. Via systematic evaluations with a set of unified metrics and building datasets, we have demonstrated that for the first time, Plaster provides a standard benchmark for different metadata normalization methods, and the workflows can integrate existing methods. Our results reveal that 1) each method has its own pros and cons and should be chosen according to a user’s requirement, and 2) different methods can be combined in a complementary manner to yield better results. We believe Plaster provides a useful framework for further advances in metadata normalization for buildings, as well as for mapping metadata to a schema like Brick, enabling seamless smart building applications in the future.
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